
Rules for Doe Run Racing
206 Beginner Outlaw Cage Karts & 206 Outlaw Cage Karts

● 206 will be running the 2019 Briggs and Stratton 206 Outlaw rules until further notice, check
their website out for the rules
● You may run any tires in the 206 Kart classes only
● 206 CLASSES have an open-air filter
● It is mandatory that racers have a fire suit, full face helmet, racing shoes/boots, neck brace
and arm restraints, IN ALL KART CLASSES
● At the age of 14 and older you must move up to a different class
● The 206 Kart class only has a $50 protest rule, $10 of it goes to the track the other $40 goe to
the driver of the kart.  The rules highlighted in pink will be what they will be protesting on.  If you
protest another kart you must do so within 15 minutes after the feature race.  You must have
cash in hand when you protest.  If the kart that is being protested refuses to tear down, they will
lose their points for the current night and their next points night.  This is only for the 206 Kart
class.
● 206 Motor Claim will be $795 to claim a motor (will not include carburetor/exhaust, just straight
motor).  It must also be done within 15 minutes at the scales after the feature race.  First refusal
to give a claim to motor will lose their points for 2 races (the current night and their next points
race).  Second refusal to give claim to motor will result in additional loss of points for 3 weeks.
● The 206 Karts must weigh 300 lbs. with driver
● 206 Beginners Outlaw Cage Karts Class is ages 5-7 yrs
● 206 Outlaw Cage Karts Class ages 7-14 is intermediate class

***KART CLASS AGES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO EXPERIENCE***
12/24/2020 UPDATED CHANGES!!!!
➔ 206 Beginners Outlaw Cage Karts will require a green slide purchased at Doe Run

Raceway to ensure the correct slide clutch.
➔ 206 Beginners can only use a 12 tooth driver gear with an open clutch.
➔ 206 Beginners will have 4 optional gears to use (details specified soon)

2/27/2021
➔ There will no longer be anybody allowed to stand in turns 1 & 2 during any race

including Cage Kart racing per track safety and insurance purposes!
➔ During Cage Kart racing only 2 people per racer will be allowed in the designated

infield area and nobody under the age of 16 allowed at all.
*Any track worker will only be giving one warning then you will be asked to leave
the facilities.

3/10/2021 UPDATE 206 Beginners Karts recommended gears 68-72 range.


